Neuronal responses in cat inferior colliculus to combined acoustic and electric stimulation.
The present study explored the interactions of combined electric and acoustic stimulation (EAS) on neural responses in the central auditory system. Normal-hearing cats were implanted unilaterally with scala tympani electrodes. Two experimental approaches were used. First, in a forward-masking paradigm, single biphasic electric pulses were used as maskers, unmodulated acoustic tone bursts at the neuron's characteristic frequency (CF) were used as probes. Then, in a simultaneous-masking paradigm, the masking effects of acoustic tones (CF) on responses to single electric pulses (probes) were examined. In the second approach, we studied the effects of phase relationship between acoustic and electric stimulation. Sinusoidal amplitude-modulated (30 Hz) CF tones and electric sinusoids (30 Hz) were shifted in relative phase (0-270 degrees). For all experimental conditions, the levels of the two stimuli were changed systematically. Responses were recorded in the contralateral central nucleus of the inferior colliculus. Single neuron analyses of spike rate and thresholds demonstrated that combined EAS resulted in complex interactions that were strongly dependent on the relative level of the given stimulus modes. The amount of masking increased with masker level and decreased with probe level. At higher current levels, the masking effect of electric responses dominated the effect of acoustic responses. The degree of these general masking effects was highly influenced by the relative phase between the combined stimuli. It seems likely that such interactions of combined stimulation have perceptual consequences in human cochlear implant subjects with residual hearing.